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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

The following statements summarize the short-term effects of 
the Virginia driver improvement program. 

I. The advisory letter, as the initial contact with 
the negligent operator, was found to be ineffective 
in improving driver behavior. Although it is 
relatively inexpensive to produce compared to other 
types of treatment, its use did not result in re- 
duced conviction or accident experience. 

2. The group interview, when preceded by an advisory 
letter, was also found to be ineffective in re- 
ducing accidents and convictions. 

3. The group interview by itself, as a first, albeit 
later, contact w'th negligent operators, was found 
to be effective in improving some types of driving 
behav'or. Attendance at a group in'-erview resulted 
in a reduced number o = convic-ions. 

4. The personal interview in combination with other 
treatments was found to be effective in reduc'ng 
major (6-point) convictions, but was ineffective 
in reducing minor (3-4 point) convict ions. 

5. No treatment was effective in reducing accidents. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based upon this evaluation, the following recommendations 
are put _forth. 

I. It is recommended that some change in the advisory 
letter procedure be made to ensure the effectiveness 
of this entry level treatment. This can be accom- 
plished by- 

(a) abandoning the present 6-point advisory 
letter in favor of using the group inter- 
view as the entry level treatment at 8 
po •s; 

(b) abandoning the present adv'sory letter for 
one differ=nr• in terms of cont=nt,• sry!e o • 
presentation, amount of threat, and level of 
intimacy; or 

(c) substituting some other form of treatment for 
the advisory letter at the 6-point level. 

Tt should be noted that wh "• ._e the abovemenrioned actlons 
are the most obvious changes which can be made in the 
driver improvement program based on available data, they 
are not the only solutions to the advisory letter prob- 
lem. In any case, these and any alternative solutions 
should be instituted experimentally to determine whether 
they improve the efficacy of the driver improvement 
sys•=em. 

2. An analys's of the content of the current forms of treat- 
ment should be instituted to pinpoint areas where inter- 
views and classes may be reoriented toward avoidance of 
accidents as well as a reduction in numbers of traffic 
ccnvictions. 

3. i= is strongly recommended that a system for ongoing 
monitoring of the program be developed to continuously 
evalua.•e •oth <he impact of the program and the e•-•ects 
of chan•es that are made to improve its effectiveness. 
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Interim Report 

AN EV_ALUATi0N OF THE SHORT-TERM EFFECTS OF THE VIRGINIA 
DRIVER IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 

by 

Cheryl Lynn 
Research Scientist 

INTRODUCTION 

In i975, the Virginia Div'sion of Motor Vehicles abandoned 
its strictly punitive system of dealin• with traffic offenders 
in favor of a program of driver improvement. As stated under 
the provisions of the Virginia Driver Improvement Act (Section 
46.1-514.1 of the Code of Virginia), the purposes of this new 

program included 

.-o• improve and .nromo •=• o.=-•eate•, safety unon• the 
highways and streets of the srate• zo improve 
the attitude and driving habits of drivers who 
accumulate motor vehicle conviction records• to 
determine whether certain drivers possess mental, 
physical or skill deficiencies which may affect 
their ability to safely o.perate a motor vehicle; 
to establish a Uniform Demerit Point System which 
will identify those drivers who are considered 
by the accumulation of demerit points to be 
habitual reckless or negligent drivers and fre- 
quent violators of the laws regulating the mo•e- 

ment or operation of moror vehicles 

(For <he full provisions of the Driver Improvement Ac t•, see 
Appendix A.) Obviously the program designed to meet the above ob- 
jectives embodies a mu!rifaceted and comprehensive approach to 
eliminating aberrant driving, and consists not only of a point sys- 
tem for the identification and referral of chronically neg!igen• 
drivers but also a system of remediat'on designed to treat these 
drivers. The treatments are advisory letters, group and personal 
interviews, driver improvement clinics, periods of probation, and 

any combination of zhese treatments. Among program participants, 
•he• old sanctions o•_ suspension and revocation of the driv'n• 
privilege are "nvoked only as a last resort, being reserved for 
cases in which the extensive system of remediation has proven un- 
successful in modifying unsafe driving behavior. The driver 
improvement program became operational in January of 1975 and has 
treated more •han 200,000 drivers. 



In 1977, it was decided that the program had been in opera- 
tio• for a suffic°ent length of time to allow for the evaluation 
of its impact on negligent driving. With this in mind, the Divi- 
sion of Motor Vehicles approached the Virginia Department of Trans- 
portation Safety with a request that the Highway and Transportation 
Research Council conduct an evaluation of the driver improvement 
system in the state. This report presents the short-term findings 
of the resultant study. 

PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

The purpose of the study is twofold. The primary goal is to 
determine the impact o • the driver improvement program on Virgin- 
ia's traffic and safety environment in terms of accidents and 
traffic convictions averted as a result of appropriate treatment. 
A secondary, but very important, function of the study is to 
establish an ongoing system of data collection to be used by the 
Division of Motor Vehicles to continually evaluate the effective- 
ness of the driver improvement program and to establish statewide 
norms for adminis • ÷" •a•Ive evalua•ion• 

The study will be limited to an evaluation of the driver 
improvement system as it currently operates; it will not 

I. determine whether point values are appropriately 
assigned to each possible violation; 

2. determine if the order in which treatments are 
given is appropriate; 

3. evaluate whether the criteria for receiving a 
given treatment are appropriate; 

4. evaluate the quality of treatment offered through- 
out the state; nor 

5. evaluate the efficiency or consistency of the 
•xce•t where t•e administration of •he program, 

impact of the driver' _{m•rovement: program is 
affected. 

VIRGINIA'S DRIVER IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 

As mentioned earlier, the purpose of the driver improvement 
program essentially is to diagnose and offer treatment to chroni- 
cally unsafe drivers those drivers who are frequently involved 



in accidents or incur frequent violations, and who constitute a 
hazard to themselves and others. Most traffic offenses mentioned 
in the Code of Virginia have been assigned a point value con- 
sistent with the degree of hazard attachin• to them. The values 
range from no points to a total of 6 points, and drivers who are 
convicted of each type of violation are awarded the appropriate 
number of points. Drivers become eligible for the various treat- 
ments offered in the program based upon the number of points they 
accumulate in a I- or 2-year period. The program reflects both 
the number and severity of convictions incurred. 

It is noted here that there are three types of convictions 
• •or which no points ar• assigned First no nn•nts are assessed 
as a result of a conviction for •n offense requiring • m•.datory 
suspension, such as "driving while intoxicated". Second, no poi.nts are assessed for nonmovir• or very m'r•or moving v'oiations, 
such as operating a motor vehicle with defective or improper equip- 
ment. Additionally, convictions for which the courts order sus- pension of the driving privi!e•e generate no po°nts. Figure i out- 
lines the operation of the driver improvement program. As seen at 
the •op of t_he char•, persons enter •he system as a result of being 
convicted of one or more violations. •onvio!ators receive no at- 
tention from the system, wi•h the exception of belong awarded one 
"safe dri•zing" point for each eull c•endar year •n wh •ch they are 
conviction-free. A maximum of 5 of these points may be accumu- 
lated and applied as credi• against convictions. Once the driver 
has accumulated a total of 6 demerit points in a 1-year period (or 
9 points in a 2-year period) he is subject to receive the first 
stage of treatment, the advisory letter. This letter informs the 
driver that he has accumulated sufficient points to warrant the 
Division's concern, and warns him that i • he accumulates addi- 
tional points, he may become eligible for additional adm'nistrative 
action, possibly including suspension. No action on the part of 
the driver is required at this stage •of treamment. In 1979, the 
Division sent 45,966 advisory !ethers to eligible drivers. 

Should the driver h=ed th•s advisory lett• no further action 
will be taken against him. However, if he accumulates additional 
points for a total of 8 points in i year or 12 points in 2 years, 
he becomes eligible for a group interv'ew. This •reatment ir.volves 
a 1-hour interview with a driver improvement analyst, with a small 
group of 8 to 12 o•her drivers. !•. the course of •he hour, the 
analys• reviews each driver's record, explains wha• action w'l! be 
taken should .-he driver earn more points, and stresses that sus- pension can be invoked if needed. He also presents some informa- 
tion on good driving behavior and on the ways drivers can avoid 
violating traff'c laws. In 1979, almost 56,0'00 drivers attended 
group interviews. 





Should drivers continue to accumulate points to a level of 
12 points in i year or 18 points in 2 years, they become eligible 
for a personal interview with the driver i•mprovement analyst. 
This interview is basically diagnostic and is not considered a 
form of a treatment in itself. The possible outcomes of the per- 
sonal interview include 

i. placing the driver on probation for a period 
of 3 to 12 months, 

2. suspending his driver's license for up to 6 
months, 

3. sending him to a driver improvement clinic, or 

4. prescribing any combination of the above treat- 
ments. 

In the mos• prevalent treatment, the driver is sent to the 
driver improvement c!ir.ic and is put on probation for some period 
of time. In this evaluation, .•he personal interview is considered 
in conjunction with the driver improvement clinic and probation as 

one unit of •reatment. 

The driver improvement clinic is an 8-hour course of class- 
room instruction held over a 4-week period in the violator's 
community. A modified version of the National Safety Council's 
Defensive Driving Course is used as an instructional guide, al- 
though the program is occasionally tailored to individual needs. 
Once he has completed the driver improvement clinic, the driver 
receives 5 "safe driving points ''• which can be us•d• to offset 
prior convictions The charge for this treatment is $70 Tn !97 
over 9,000 drivers attended this course of treatment. 

Should the driver continue to accumulate points up to 6 addi- 
tional points in I year or 12 additional points in 2 years, he 
may become eligible for a formal hearing, at which time his li- 
cense may be suspended or revoked. 0nly about 74 drivers attended 
these hearings in 1979, with •8 having their licenses suspended. 

Not all drivers receive this sequence of remediation. •he 
system is flexible enough to allow drivers to enter the system 
at levels consistent with their dr'vir•g problems. For instar.ce, 
should a driver become e •g•ble for an upper ,ev•_ •, trea•me•_ nt_, •..• 
ma•1• enter the .nrogram at the •-•up• interview or persona•_ •.t•v'ew•; 
level and bypass the advisory letter. This would allow for imme- 
diate intervention in the person's driving problem and should make 
successful treatment somewhat more probable. Should a driver fail 
to attend the group interview to which he has been assigned or 



•ail to complete a treatment, he is reassigned and renotified 
Should he fail to attend this reassigned treatment, or not 
attend the personal interview or clinic, his license is suspended 
until such time as he petitions the Division of Motor Vehicles or 
completes the treatment. A very small group of drivers fail to 
petition the Division for reentry and thus undergo an indefinite 
period of self-imposed license suspension. Treatment can be 
postponed on a short-term basis, provided the driver has a valid 
reason for requesting the postponement. 

REV!EW 0F THE LITERATURE 

Virginia's driver improvement program is fairly typical of 
most programs of its type, both in relation to available remedia- 
tion and in the offering of a sequence of treatments for drivers 
with serious problems. This is to be expected, since the design 
of Virginia's system was based upon the state of the art at the 
time of its creation "n 1975. 

This portion of the report presents a review of the research 
concerning the remediation of problem drivers, emphasizing those 
findings applicable to both Virginia's system of driver improve- 
men• and to this evaluation. 

Considerable research has been directed toward improving 
negligent drivers through remediation. Beginning in the mid-50's, 
when •he concepts of driver improvement were first employed on a 

large scale, three characteristics of these studies that diminish 
their usefulness should be noted here. First, many of the studies 
suffer from methodological problems and thus must be considered 
suggestive rather than definitive. (These methodological problems 
are well documented by Peck.(1)) Second, even the methodologically 
correct studies tend to compare the effectiveness of treatment to 
that of the absence of treatment The !ike!•hood of abandonin• 
an ineffective driver imnrovement program in .=avor of doing noth•n• 
is very low; it is much more likely that a different type of treat- 
ment would be instituted, or at the very least, previously existing 
court sanct'ons such as suspension or revocation would be involved. 
Thus, a more realistic control group would receive these alternate 
treatments. This flaw does not negate the findings of a particular 
piece of research. Indeed, as is the case in this study, the use 

cf a no-treatment control group may be a necessary first step in 
the evaluation or it may be unavoidable due to the ex'sting system. 
Only the types of conclusions which may be drawn from the research 

are affected. 
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There are, however, several problems with using conviction 
data to measure driver improvement. First, it's possible that 
although accidents and convictions are correlated, a treatment 
will have different effects on the two; i.e., a treatment may 
affect behaviors related to convictions and have no impact on 
ancident-related behaviors, or vice versa. This has been pos- 
tulated to be the case in man• studies that examined both acci- 
dents and convictions. (9,10,I ,12) Also, there is a certain 
amount of chance involved in the detection of violations, and 
there may be enforcement biases in that police may be more 
diligent in one area of the state than another or they may be 
more likely to enforce particular traffic laws, such as speeding 
laws on interstate highways, the enforcement of which is federally 
mandated, in sp°te of these problems, however, conviction data 
remain the best available surrogate measure of accident potential. 

In sum•.ary, the available literature, although flawed, can 
provide both an indication of the impact of a program and a direc- 
tion for further research. There are a number of very thorough 
reviews of the literature on the effectiveness of driver improve- 
ment programs, including references 13 through 16. Because of the 
very complete coverage o•_ the subject in these reports, only a 
brief review, by type of treatment, will be presented here. 

Warning_. L•ett er s 

in many driver improvement systems, as in Virginia's, the 
entrance level treatment is an early warning letter to advise the 
driver as to the state of his driving records so that he may amend 
his negligent driving behavior. These warning letters vary among 
programs, based upon content, level of personalization, degree of 
threat, and format of presentation. 

While the warning letter treatment has been extensively 
stud'ed, its existence in many programs has not been questioned 
for several reasons. First, warning letters are very inexpensive 
to produce compared to the ccst of other treatments; it has been 
generally believed that a warning letter could be included in a 
driver improvement program re•ard!ess of the amount of improve- 
ment it produces because it would almost automatically be cost- 
effective. (9) Second, it has been felt that because of the very 
low level o • neg! gent dr ring that will cause a person to get 
a warning letter, a number of dr•Te•s receiving ._etters would 
imn•ove.•_ ÷hei•• driving behavior wi•hout• any intervention. Cases 

ff of spontaneous improvement would ensure the appearance o•_ e ec- 
t'veness of the treatment. (!3) Some of the impact of warning 
letters may be due to this phenomenon, since a warning letter 



presented as a "last chance" to more serious habitual offenders 
proved ineffective. (17) In any case, with increased budge• 
tightening and fiscal accountability, t•e •ustifications for 
warning &etter programs are being closely scrutinized. 
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One-Time Group Meetings 

In-most driver improvement systems, the short-term group 
meeting-is reserved for highly negligent drivers, than the first 
contact with offenders, although it may occasionally include 
some of them. This type of meeting is analogous to Virginia's 
second stage of treatment, the group interview, in that it in- 
volves a short, one-time group session. As with the warning 
letters, group meetings often vary from state to state with 
regard to content, length, format, orientation, and target popu- 
lation. 

Again, the results of research are somewhat contradictory. 
Several stud'es have found that attendance at a single group (ii,22-26) while only one meeting results in reduced convictlons,(•) 
study claims a reduction in collisions. It should be mentioned 
that this study also discovered strong differences in the effects 
of the treatment on each sex's driving behavior. Among females, 
a minority group in most driver improvement programs, highly 
•uthoritative- meetings resulted "n reduced col •_,ision exper{_ence, 
while for males, a less authoritative meeting produced this effect. 

A few stud'es of group meetings have claimed that the{ are 
successful in reducing both collisions and convictions,(9, 7,27) andeffecttWOonOthereither.Stuiies28,2claim9) that one-time group meetings have no 

It must be noted that many of these studies suffered to some 
degree from methodological problems and that all dealt with sepa- 
rate and distinct applications of the group interview concept. 

There is somewhat more agreement on the characteristics of 
effective group type meetings. For the most part, the length of 
the meeting and the attitu•ina! orientation seem to make little 
difference, except perhaps in the case of threatening or authorita- 
tive meetings, which have a detrimental effect on males. (23) It 
is also agreed, as with the warning letter, that there is con- 

siderable subject-treatment interaction in the group meeting treat- 

As noted with other types of driver improvement treatments, 
there are small disagreements among research findings; there is, 
however, considerably more consensus on the effectiveness o • in- 
d'vidua! hearings. Several stud'es have found them to be effective 

•ions, in educing convic• (9,19,22,3i) while others have found them 

*The subject-treatment interaction indicates that a particular 
treatment may affect subjects with different traits (such as 

age, sex and prior driving record) in different ways. In these 

cases, some subjects may benefit from a treatment and others may 
be harmed by it. 
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to be effective in reducing collisions.(9,12,22,32, 33) 0n!• 
one study reviewed found such a hearing to be ineffective. ( 9) 
As with the group interview, some subject•treatment interaction 
was detected, in that an individual hearing was found to be a 
better first contact for females than for males. (22) 

Traffic Schools 

The traffic school is one of the more variable types of 
driver improvement remediation, and as such has been the subject 
of considerable research. In the Vimgini• driver improvement 
system, the traffic school function is fulfilled by the driver 
improvement clinic. Assignment •o the program is usually •he 
result of a personal interview. Traffic schools vary in length, 
in. cont•n÷• 

•, 
•n t•e:• amou•t• of _•nteraction, and i•n format. Wh•e__ 

several studies dealin• with traffic schools have suffered from 
methodological problems, they have been somewhat more realistic 
in their choice of control groups, in that treatment effects 
h•_ve been often compared to the effects of cour• sanctions. 
•here •re some disagreements i• the findings. •o studies claim 
that tr•_ffic schco!s are effective in reducing accidents alone, 
but several have found reductions either "•. convic•ions(!7,!i) 
or in bo•h accidents a•od convictions. (33,34) Also, the length 
of •ime a driver has been found to remain conviction-free has 
been increased by attendance. (!7) However, several studies 
cl=•im to have found no impact of attendance at a traffic 
school. (25,28,33,35) 

Various studies have examined the question of which •ype of 
school is most effective in reaching certain types of students. 
• would appear that the ieng-•h of the course ma•es no difference 
in i•s effectiveness. (36) While one s•udy found that one type of 
course tha• stressed attitu•inai changes was no more effective 

• has been •hown than another in reducing traffic involvements, 
that se•,'eral types o = courses do impact driver behavior. Inter- 
estingly, one of the newest curricula employs concepts of trans- 
actional analysis, and although it has not been fully evaluated• 
there is some indication that this approach may be beneficial. (37) 

There appears to be very strong subject-treatmenz interaction 
regarding traffic £choo! treatments, which could account for the 
ccntrad•c•ory results Howeve• •he exact n.•ure o = these •f=ects 
is a source, o ,= disagreement. Various szud'es have fo•jnd17)thatolder 
:raf:mc schools are most effective for young d•{vers, drivers,(•0)• 

or both. (3a)(28•here. is a•so_ some in'eract•on• be=ween_ 
treatmen'- type and race, an< between prior driving record and 
treatmenz success, although some stud'es c!aim(17) that traffic 
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schools are more successful for persons with previous convic- 
tions, while others claim success with persons involved in a 

•ew previous col!isions.(21. Again, it is clear that more work 
is required to define the limit of this subject-treatment inter- 
action in each driver improvement program. 

Suspension and Other incentives 

As mentioned earlier, the most realistic alternative to a 
remedial program of driver improvement is the system of early 
suspension, revocation, and/or probation used by most states prior 
to their adoption of .the treatment approach. While suspension is 
still a part of most remedial programs, it is invoked only if all 
else fails. In Virginia, for instance, as few as two speeding 
violations._ in a l-year period could resul • in suspension under •he 
old system. Currently, suspension and/or probation are outcomes 
of a personal interview and formal hearing process. Nevertheless, 
while suspension is not as serious as it would appear since, con- 
servatively, one-third to one-half of all suspended negligent 
ope•a•ors_ drive durin• their suspensions, it is the threat of sus- 
pension that acts to ensure comRiiance with the rest of the reme- 
dial program. (38) 

Very few studies have dealt with the use of suspension or 
probation as a deterrent to violations of traffic laws. While con- 
sidering the full range of sanctions, including warning, fines, a 
probationary license, and imprisonment, one study found little or 

no relationship between the severity of punishment for the first 
offense and the number or gravity of later offenses. (39) It was 
determined that the severity of punishment was related to the 
length of time between pun'sb•nent and the occurrence of the next 
offense, with more severe penalties delaying a second offense 
longer than less severe ones. There was, however, some indication 
that the most severe punishments could increase recidivism. (39) 
Unfortunately, suspension was not among .•he sanctions considered 
in this study, in this regard, Kaesrner and Speight compared sus- 
pension with a probationary licensing system and found that ,:he 
probation resulted in greater •eductions in both convictions and 
accidents than did suspens'on. 37) This finding confirms the 
finding of research on traffic schools, that was was discussed "n 
the previous section, in •_hat this treatment sometimes proved more 
effective than the u!t'mare sa•.ction of suspension.(39) 

There has been, however, a szudy that contradicted :his find- 
{ng. (40) On the assumption Zhar "reatment alternatives are con- 
sidered less harsh than suspens'on, it was found that operators 
receiving driver improvemen< actions less harsh than their case 
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actually called for, including suspension, experienced more accidents, but no more violations, than did a group receivin• 
the appropriate action or one more harsh than called for. 40• 

Summary 

Contradictory results from driver improvement research can 
probably be attributed to several factors. First, the treat- 
ments themselves vary considerably. While there is some indica- 
tion that different applications of the same treatment concept 
(such as variations in program length 
make no difference, it is possible tha 
accoun• for discrepa•.cies in the effec 
nrograms Second, similar treatments 
different populations in different pro importance of subject-treatment intera 
clients alone would account for the di 

from place to place) may 
t-hese differences may 
tiveness of the various 
are applied ro vastly 
grams, and considering the 
ction, this difference in 
sparity of findings. Some- 

times the treatment used with entry-level negligent operators in 
one program is applied only to very serious problem drivers. 
Also, the demographic makeup of the subjects may differ from place 
to place, thus changing the probable outcome of the treatment. 

Finally, it is clear that because of the wide variety of 
programs and their disparate use of varying treatments, each 
individual program requires its own on-site evaluation both to 
determine program effectiveness and to def'ne the program's 
different'al effects on its target population. 

EVALUATION OF THE VIRGINIA PROGRAM 

Methodology 

As mentio 
pointed up elf 
on-site eva!ua 
problems to be 
design of this 
receiving trea 
to determine t 

ned previously, the available literature not only 
ective types of treatment and the need for individual, 
tion, but also examined various me•b.odo!ogies and 
avoided in designing expermments.<• The general 
study involved the comparison of experimental groups 

tment with control groups not receiving treatment 
he effectiveness of the •_orms of remediation in the 

Virg•n{a program. A random assignment o• sub •ects was -onsidere; 
•ssent'ai•• however, a•signmen•• .'o •.• dr'v•r• improvement. program 
is not discretionary in Virginia (see Appendix .% for the enabling 
legislation). Legislation had to be soughz to enable the Com- 
missioner of the Division of Motor V•hic' ._es •o waive treatment 
for randomly selected subjects, thus forming the control groups 
needed. This legislation, which appears in Appendix B, was passed 
by the 1978 Virginia General Assembly to be operational for one 

year. 
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S• tu_dy Groups 

The subjects were randomly assigned to st-udy groups at 
three levels as shown in Figure 2. These levels correspond 
with each of the three levels of treatment the advisory 
letter, the group interview, and the personal interview-dri.ver 
improvement clinic. The series of treatments appears at the 
top of Figure 2, and the corresponding study groups are de- 
scribed under the following subheadings. 

Level One" Advisory Letter 

Once violators accumulated sufficient points to become 
eligible for the advisory letter, they were randomly assigned 
to the level one experimental and control goups. The level one 
experimental group (EXP-!) received the advisory letter only, 
while the control group (CONT-I) did not rece°ve an advisory 
letter. After they were assigned to the groups, no additional 
administrative actions were taken against persons in either group. 
They were allowed to accumulate points without additional contact 
with the driver improvement system. Their accident and convic- 
tion experiences were monitored i•itia!iy for a 6-month period 
following their ass'gnment. 

Level Two" Group Interview 

The second level of treatment involved the group interview, 
which has two frequently used avenues of entry. In the first, the 
driver accumulates 6 points in a 1-year period (or 9 points in a 
2-year period), receives an advisory letter, accumulates at least 
2 more points in that year (or 4 more points in 2 years) and is 
assigned to group interview. This could be accomplished by re- 
ceiving two minor speeding convictions (one to nine miles per 
hour over the posted limit) for a total of 6 points, followed by 
a third minor speeding convict'on at a later time. The second 
avenue of entry involves receiving 8 (or 12) points and being 
assigned directly to group interview, thus bypassing the advisory 
letter. This could be accomplished by receiving two or more se- 
reious convictions (I0 to 19 miles per hour over the posted limit). 
These two methods of entry constitute two dif. ferent treatment 
croups one receiving an advisory l=tter n!us the group int =•- 
view, and one receiving the group "n<erview only. Since rather 
large volumes of drivers enter group interview through these two 
methods, both were evaluated in this study. 
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As those subjects having received the advisory letter be- 
came eligible for a group interview, they were randomly assigned 
to experimental and control groups. The experimental group in 
this case (EXP-2a) received both the advisory letter and the 
group interview. The control group (CONT-2a) received the ad- 
visory letter but not the group interview. As persons bypassing 
the advisory letter became eligible for group interview, they 
too were randomly assigned to experimental and control groups. 
The experimental group (EXP-2b) received group interview only, 
while the control group (CONT-2b) received no treatment. Again, 
the driving behavior of all four of these groups was monitored 
for a 6-month period- and at the end of the study period treat- 
ment groups were compared to no treatment groups to assess the 
impact of the remediation employed. 

Leve Three" Personal Interview-Driver improvement Ciin°cs 

Those drivers not already assigned to a study group were 
eligible to continue accumulating points and could become eligible 
for assignment to the personal interview and the driver improve- 
ment clinic. As with the group interview, there are various ave- 

nues of entry i•to the personal interview phase. For instance, 
a driver could receive an advisory letter, attend a group inter- 
view, and attend a personal interview (followed by some additional 
treatment). The driver could enter the system at the group inter- 
view level as described above, and then attend a personal inter- 
view; or he could receive an advisory letter, bypass group inter- 
views, and go directly to the personal interview level. Finally, 
the person could accumulate the necessary points, be assigned to 

a group interview, but become eligible for a personal interview 
before he can attend the group session. This would be equivalent 
to entering the system at the personal interview level. Since 
the number of individuals receiving each of these treatment combi- 
nations was too small to allow the separate evaluation of each by 
statistical methods, all combinations of treatments including 
personal interview were evaluated in the aggregate. As subjects 
became eligible for the personal interview, independent of their 
previous treatments, they were randomly assigned to experimental 
arid control groups. In this case,, the experimental group subjects 
(EXP-3) received any previous treatments to which they were as- 
signed, and then received a personal interview along with the 
driver improvement clinic and/or were suspended or placed on pro- 
barion for some per'od of time. The control group (CONT-3) re- 
ce'ved the previous treatments, but did not arte•d the personal 
interview and were not assigned to the driver improvement clinic, 
etc. As with the other levels, the experimental group that had 
the personal interview was compared to the control group that 
did not to determine the effect of the personal interview-driver 
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improvement clinic unit of treatment on driver behavior. It 
should be noted then, that all conclusions_ concerning the per- 
sonal in•terview phase of treatment are based upon the assumption 
that the subjects received both the group interview and the ad- 
visory letter treatments. 

In summary, eight study groups were considered four ex- perimental groups, each offering a different set of treatments, 
and four corresponding control groups. The treatments received 
by each group and the criteria for entry appear in Table i. 

able I 

Summary of Study Groups 

TREATMENT 

Level i 

Advi, s,ory •e..t.,.t er 
EXP 1 
CONT 1 

Level 2" Group 
Interview 

EXP 2A 
CONT- 2A 

EXP 2 B 
CONT 2B 

Level 3" Personal 
Interview-Driver 
Improvement 
Clinic 

EXP 3 
•0NT 3 

Treatments 

Group Personal Interview Criteria 
Interview Clinic For Entry, 

Points 

Advisory 
Le tter 

(Any previous combinat'on) 

Dr. !mprov. 

6 (9) 
6 (9) 

8 (!2) 
8 (12) 

8 (i?) 
8 (!2) 

12 (18) 
12 
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,Samp,lin.g P fan 

Eligible subjects were randomly assigned to the study groups 
mentioned previously, based on the millisecond of entry of the 
transactions making them eligible for selection, i.e., the time 
at which the conviction was entered on the driver's record. Time 
of entry and social security number are pseudo random elements in 
the driving record. By using time as the criterion for selection, 
problems arising from the systematic absence of the social security 
number were avoided. The subjects' assignments were equally dis- 
tributed across a 12-month period such that approximately 1/12 of 
those in any one of the e:ght groups were persons becoming eligible 
in any given month. 

Sample Sizes 

The necessary sample sizes for the study groups were computed 
using the formula 

where 

n = 

(Z + Z i • 1-8 o• 

d 
2 N + n 

= normal value corresponding to the alpha level 
(i.e. the probability of finding significant 
results when there are none)• 

: normal value corresponding to the beta level 
(i.e. the probability of finding no significant 
results when there are some); 

= 
probability of occurrence of the event ultimately 
being measured (in this case, accidents or con- 
victions) 

q : 
(I p); 

-- •he_ minimum detectable change, in th• event_ bein• 
measured 

= 
population size; 

: sample size; and  Nn ] 
= the correction for, a finite population size. 
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As this formula indicates, sample sizes are related to the 
precision or exactness of a study in that the more precision 
required, the larger the sample sizes must be. For instance, if 
it is necessary to detect a very small change in the event being 
measured, say accidents, then it will be necessary to have a very 
large sample size. On the other hand, if less precision is re- 
quired, then a smaller sample may be used. In determining the 
precision of this study, the following assumptions were made. 

!. The alpha level was set at 0.05 (meaning that there 
is less than a 5%chance of finding significant results 
when in fact there are none). 

2. The beta level was set am 0.20 (meaning that there is 
less than a 20% chance of finding no significant re- 
sults when in fact there are some). 

3. The minimum difference that could be detected in this 
evaluation was a 10% difference in rate. (For example, 
if the accident rate for the experimental group was 
15%, a d'fference as small as 1.5% could be detected.) 

To ensure that the sample sizes calculated were sufficiently 
large, a conservative approach was used. Sample sizes were de- 
termined for each of the criterion measures (accidents, major 
convictions and minor convictions) for each group, and then the 
largest of these was chosen. Additionally, the sample sizes were 
then inflated by 25% to account for unforeseeable sources of 
attrition later in the study. The final sample sizes for each 
group appear in Table 2. 

Table 2 

Sample Sizes for Groups Evaluated 

Treatment 

Advisory Letter Only 

Estimated Actual Sample Size_ 
.Sa.mp •_e. s•iz..e •[p•er_i•en•al •C•c..ntr01 

4,729 4,899 4,884 

2a. Advisory Letter Plus 
Group Inrerviews 

2,214 2 293 • • 

2b. Group interview Only 4,344 4,64• •,67:7 

Personal Interview 
Combinations 

1,763 i,738 1,650 
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It can be noted from Table 2 that all groups exceeded their 
required sample size with the exception of experimental and control 
groups 3, the groups involving the personal interview. The numbers 
of persons becoming eligible for the personal interview were smaller 
than expected during the subject selection period and thus, even 
by selecting 100% of the eligible subjects for these groups, the 
estimated sample size of 1,763 was not reached. However, since 
this figure was inflated by 25% at the outset, there were still 
adequate numbers of subjects to allow for statistical analysis at 
the originally determined levels. 

Ana 1 y s i ,s 

As mentioned earlier, data collection began as soon as sub- 
jects were assigned to a study group. This introduced some bias 
into the study in that data collection for some subjects began be- 
fore they received treatment. In those cases where delays before 
receiving treatment were great, it was possible that this factor 
could have influenced the study findings. There were two alter- 
natives for hand!'ng this problem. First, data collection on ex- perimental subjects could have begun after treatment; however, in 
this case it would have been unclear as to when data col!ec•ion on 
control subjects would begin. In the second alternative, data col- 
lection for both experimental and control subjects would have begun 
at a specific time after they became eligible, with that time cor- responding with the avemage length of delay in receiving that par- 
ticular treatment. In this case, data collection on some subjects 
would have begun after they received treatment and on some before 
they received treatment. Both of these alternatives were con- 
sidered either too cumbersome om impractical to be employed. For 
this study, it was decided that if data collection was begun on 
subjects as soon as they were assigned to a study group, the bias 
involved would be in the conservative direction, making a differ- 
ence in groups more difficult to prove. Thus, under th's method, 
any differences .•ound wou_d be known to be true differences and 
not artifacts produced by some bias in the study design. 

Three statistical analyses were performed. The first was 
performed on a monthly basis as subjects were assigned to a study 
group to determine group comparability. At the outset, corres- 
ponding experimental and control groups at each level were com- 
pared for demograph'c and driving-related variables such as age, 
sex, and number of accidents and convictions experienced in •.•e 

year previous to their entry into the study. 
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Once comparability was determined, data collection pro- 
ceeded for a 6-month period. After 6 months, the subsequent 
driving behaviors of the experimental and control groups were 
compared-using chi-square and covariance analysis. This com- 
parison determined if the driving records of persons receiving 
a particular treatment differed significantly from the driving 
records of persons not receiving treatment, then a cost-benefit 
analysis could be undertaken. 

LIMITATIONS 

There are several limitarions to this study which should be 
recognized. These include limitations on zhe scope of the study 
and limitar{ons relating ro the treatment of the control groups. 

%im,.i..t...a,.Zions .9_n •the•:Scop,,e•_ O f the Study 

In most experimental studies, small groups of subjects are 
selected from a population to receive some sort of special treat- 
ment. In this case, small samples of drivers were selected from 
the larger popu!arion of drivers entering the driver improvement 
program to receive or not rece've driver improvemenz treatments. 
The samples of drivers were randomly chosen from the populat{on 
so that they would resemble the population as closely as possible, 
and so that any findings of the study involving •he samples would 
apply to the larger population as well. However, if certain groups 
of drivers in the population were not included in the study samples, 
then findings of the study would no * apply to them The fo•iowin• 
groups of drivers were not included in the study groups. 

!. Persons volunteering to attend any form of 
treatment or persons assigned to any treat- 
ment by the courts rather zhan by the Division 
of Motor Vehicles. 

2. Persons convicted of violations for which no 
point value is assigned, such as "driving while 
intoxicated" for which a susnension or 
revocation is mandatory- or nonmoving 
!ations, such as equipment or financial 
responsibility violations. 

ir should be noted that findings of this srudy do not apply 
to these groups of subjects. 
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Limitations Relating to Handlin@ of Control Groups 

From a purely research point of view, the control groups 
in this study should have been allowed to accumulate additional 
points relating to accidents and convictions without the inter- 
vention of the driver improvement system, so that final compari- 
sons of treatment and no treatment groups would show the true 
differences between these groups. However, it was realized that 
this was not wholly practical. Because of the commitment of the 
Division of Motor Vehicles to preserving the safety of the driv- 
ing public, extremely high risk drivers had to be offered some 
sort of remediation, regardless of their group assignment. For 
the purpose of this project the term "high risk" driver was 
defined as any driver accumulating 13 points or more in a 1-year 
period after being assigned to a study group. 

There were essentially two ways of dealing with high risk 
drivers in the two control groups in question" 

i. To remove those drivers judged as high risk 
from both the experimental and control groups, 
so that comparisons between the two groups 
would not be distorted• or 

2. to remediate the high risk drivers in the 
control group and leave them in their 
appropriate group for analysis. 

Both of these alternatives contain an .element of bias con- cerning removing high risk drivers from both the experimental and 
control groups. If drivers removed from the experimental group 
were essentially the same as those removed from the control group, 
then the drivers remaining in both groups would still be comparable. 
However, high risk drivers in the experimental group would be re- 
moved only when they accumulated points after remediation, while 
high risk drivers in the control group would be removed when they 
accumulated the necessary points without remediation. Thus, driv- 
ers removed from the two groups might, and probably would, d 

•,- 8r 
from one another, and if they were removed the remaining •roups 
would not be comparable. In this case, the strength, and even 
the direction of th's group distortion, would be unknown. 

• high risk drivers {n the control group On the other hand, 
were remediated and left in their appropriate groups as suggested 
in alrerna'ive 2, some distortion in groups would sti •i be pres 
ent, since intrcducing remediation to this small group of control 
subjects would contaminate the control group in question. How- 
ever, the direction of this group distortion would be known. 
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The effect of alternative 2 would be to make proving a signifi- 
cant difference between experimental and control groups some- 
wha• more difficult. Thus, any effect of •he program that is 
found under this alternative would be known to truly represent 
the impact of the program. According to the experience of re- 
searchers at the California Department of Motor Vehicles, the 
distortion produced by choosing the first alternative would 
actually be more than the impact of the treatment itself, while 
the known distortion in alternative 2 would be less than 5%. 
For these reasons, alternative 2 was chosen as the method for 
handling high risk drivers in control groups. The driving 
records of control subjects who fell into the high risk category, 
•_•d who were not under suspension for conviction of an offense 
during the data collection period, were manually reviewed and 

if deemed necessary, the subjects given apnropria•e treatment, 
and left in the appropriate con•ro! group for analysis. 

RESULTS 

As mentioned previously, the analysis of driver improvement 
data to de•ermine short-term effects was conducted in two phases. 
First, preexisting demographic and driving-related characteris- 
tics of the various experimental and control groups were compared. 
This was done to ensure that any differences in driving record 
subsequent to treatment would be attributable to the driver im- 
provement program rather than to preexisting differences in the 
groups. Second, once comparability was ensured, 6-month subse- 
quent driving records were examined to determine if the persons 
in groups receiving driver improvement treatments were subse- 
quently "bet•.er drivers" •han •hose in groups not receiving treat- 
ment. 

Cempar_abi!ity ,o_f St•dy Gr@.ups 
No matter how carefully study groups are chosen, it is sta- 

tist'cally possible to create groups that are somewhat different 
on preexisting characteristics, in spite of the fact that persons 
are randomly assigned. To determ'ne if-this was the case, a 
comparability ana•.ysis was performed. The results of th's anal- 
ys's of preexisting •rai•s appear in Tables I through 8 in Appendix 
• All experimental and control groups ar• essen•ia •y equal re- 
garding their members' sexes, a•es, previous accidents, and 
vious convictions, wi•h the exception of the personal interview 
groups. As shown in Tables C-4 and C-8, these experimen•a! and 
control groups differ significantly on age and number of previous 
convictions. 
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In terms of age, the experimental group receiving treat- 
ments including the personal interview tend to be somewhat 
younger than the control group receiving treatments not in- 
cluding •the person•l interview. As seen in Table C-4, there 
are more experimental group drivers in the 16-20 age category 
and fewer in the 21-25 year category than in the control group. 
The two groups are essentially equal in the other age categories. 

As seen in Table C-8, these experimental group drivers also 
had experienced significantly more convictions during the year 
preceding their entrance into the study. Thus, the experimental 
group drivers seemed to be poorer drivers at the outset of the 
study, even before receiving treatment. This finding is in 
agreement with the discovery of age differences, in that it has 
been shown that younger drivers tend to have more accidents and 
receive more convictions khan do their older counterparts.(2,21, 4!) 

Ordinarily, differences between groups with regard to pre- 
existing traits are considered to be biasing factors. Such is 
the case in this study; however, and quite fortuna•eiy, these 
differences interject a conservative bias in that it is more 
difficult to demonstrate the positive impact of treatment on a 

more "hard core" experimental group. In this case, even before 
applying statistical controls, the study is biased against the 
treatment effect, thus ensuring the validity, and probably the 
underestimation, of those effects which are found. In the final 
analyses, experimental arid control groups will be made essentially 
equal with regard to preexisting traits through the use of statis- 
tical techniques such as covariance analysis. 

Prog,ram !mnact 

The first step in the analysis of short-term effects was a 

comparison of accidents and conviction frequencies for the experi- 
mental and control groups. In this portion of the analys's, the 
simple ch square statis •" .•_c was used to determine if over •he 
first 6-months' subsequent driving experience there were signifi- 
cant differences in the distribution of accidents and convictions 
for those groups receiving treatment and those not receiv'ng treat- 
ment. The data analyses are presented in Appendix D and the re- 

sults are discussed in the text. 

•he adv sory With regard to the first •'evel of treatment, 
.,_ 

•e•ter, there were essentially no differences in the acciden• a•nd 
conviction experiences of the experimental and control groups. 
The control group received slightly more mandatory convictions 
than the experimental group, but this difference was not statis- 
tically significant. Otherwise, the subsequent major and minor 



conviction rates and the frequencies and severity of accidents 
for the group receiving an advisory letter were equivalent to 
those for the group not receiving this treatment, which indicates 
that the advisory letter was largely ineffective in changing 
driver behavior. 

The same can be said for the combination of the advisory 
letter and group interview. Again, subsequent conviction and 
accident experiences for the group receiving a• advisory letter 
plus a group interview were not statistically different from 
those for the group receiving only the advisory letter. This 
would indicate that the group interview had no impact on driving 
behavior when preceded by an advisory letter. 

Results were different for the group interview presented 
by itself rather than in conjunction with an advisory letter (see 
Table 3) For both major and minor convict{on= the experimenta 
group attending the group interview only had significantly fewer 
subsequent convictions than the control group. With regard to 
mandatory convictions and accident involvement, no such effect 
was evident. This is an interest'ng fir.ding, especially in 
light of the fact that when presented after an advisory letter 
the group interview did not reduce major and minor convictions. 
Ir would appear from this cursory analysis that some characteris- 
tic of the advisory letter or its place in the sequence of treat- 
ments reduces the impact of the group interview. 

The final chi-square analysis was applied to the personal 
interview study groups (see Table 4). While no effect was noted 
for subsequent minor convictions, the personal interview resulted 

t•e in fewer major convictions for experimental group comnared to 
the control group. No other effects on convictions or accidents 
were noted. 

In summary, ir appears that several of the upper level treat- 
ments are successful in reducing convictions. There are, however, 
several confounding factors in these data which make additional 
analysis necessary. First, as previously mentioned, significant 

*Major convictions invoke a •-point penalty and are generally 
considered •o be more serious than minor convictions, which 
involve 3 or 4 points. 
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Results 

Measure of Performance 

Mandatory convictions 

Major convictions 

Minor convictions 

Number of accidents 

Accident severity 

Table 3 

of the Chi-Square Analysis of the Group 
Interview 0nly 

Ty.p•..e of Im.pact 

No significant effect 

Significantly reduced 

Significantly reduced 

No significant effect 

No significant effect 

Results of 
of the 

Tabi e 4 

Measure of Performance 

Mandatory convictions 

Major convictions 

Minor convictions 

Number of accidents 

Accident severity 

the Chi-Square Analysis 
Personal Interview 

•y[e of l.mPact 

No significant effect 

Significantiy reduced 

No significant effect 

No significant effect 

No significant effect 

differences in age and previous conviction re 
between the personal interview experimental a 
While these differences bias the study in a c 
tion, making the impact of the treatment more 
tect, they can and should be screened out. S 
be some differences in exposure between sever 
mental and control groups. As demonstrated i 
experimental groups r=c=iv{n•_ 

= 
the groun, inter 

personal interview had their licenses suspend 
more days than did their corresponding contro 
d'fference can be explained by a procedural c 

cords were found 
nd control groups. 
onservative direc- 
difficuit to de- 

econd, there may 
a! of v_he experi- 
n Tab = 5 th• 
view only and the 
ed significantly 
! groups. This 
:•.=ract er i st ic of 

the system" When neg!'gent operators fail to attend an assigned 
treazment, and do not reschedu!e, their licenses are auromatical!y 
suspended until they comply with their treatment assignment. This 
is the case with experimental group subjects, who are assigned to 

treatments, but not with the control group subjects, who are not. 
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Table 5 

Differences 
and 

in Exposure Rates for the •roup 
Personal Interview Study Groups 

Interview Only 

Incident Type Exp.er imental Group 

Average major 
Average minor 

Average days 

convictions 

convictions 

of suspension 

0.1510 

0.0719 

48 

Personal Interview 

Exp_ er i,gen t a. !L_ IGF o u_•.P 

Average major 
Average days 

convictions 

of suspension 

Interview 

Control Group 

0.2043 

0.0830 

37 

Control Groun 

0.1491 0.2394 

88 77 
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subjects. Theoretically, the experimental 
xposure time to collect traffic convictions 
o their control group counterparts. While it 
e suspension does not always have the desired 
elected drivers from the traffic enviromment, 
hat "failure-to-appear" suspensions and their 
ion in exposure for the experimental groups 
effects of treatment. When all individuals 

who had their license 
moved frcm the ana!ys 
nounced, and some eff 
become evident. Howe 
this type of analysis 
about the same number 
•O 
be 
th 
wh 

ha 
CO 

8X 
el 

appear for treatme 
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e experimenra! grou 
ich control group s 
c!udin Z in the anal 
ve been thus affect 
unterparts creates 
perimenta! and control groups 
ements, including preexisting 

s suspended for failure to appear are re- 
is, treatment effects do become more pro- 
ects that were masked in the full analysis 
vet, as d{scussed earlier under LIMITATIONS, 

is not methodo!og°ca!!y correct. In theory, 
of control group •ubjects would have failed 

nt and would have been suspended had they 
tment in the manner as were the subjects in 
ps. However, iz is impossible to determine 
ubjects would have incurred this action. 
ysis those control group sub'ects who might 
ed while remov'ng their experimenta! zroup 
a ser'ous bias. In order to compare rhe 

in the absence of all biasing 
differences in age and conviction 
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records between groups, a multivariate analysis will be con- 
ducted after 12 months of post-treatment exposure. It is noted 
that to detect both short-term (6-month) and long-term (12-month) 
treatment effects, such a multivariate analysis was planned for 
inclusion in this interim report; however, sufficient case-by- 
case data on control and experimental subjects were not available 
in a timely manner. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

From this evaluation, it was found that some aspects of the 
Virginia driver improvement program are effective in reducing 
traffic convictions among participants while some aspects are in- 
effect°re. No driver improvement treatment had any effect on 
accident involvement, which is ordinarily the ultimate aim of such 
programs.. It may be possible that the currently used driver im- 
provement program treatments have been devised to impact negligent 

which "n turn are driving behaviors which lead to convictions, 
expected to lead zo accidents. It may be necessary to change Zhe 
focus of each of the treatments to deal less with conviction 
records and more with accident involvement. 

While the group interview proved to be a successful first 
contact with violators in reducing convictions, the current firsz 
contact, the advisory letter, proved totally ineffective. Re- 
gardless of its low cost of production, without some measurable 
impact the advisory letter cannot be construed to be cost-effective. 
Additionally, it appears that receipt of an advisory letter prior 
to a group interview reduces the strong beneficial effect of the 
group interview alone, it is clear that something must be done 
to amend this situation. 

There are a number of reasons why the advisory letter may be 
ineffective. First, there is some evidence from the literature 
that in some localities simply receiving a warning letter provides 
insufficient motivation to change driving habits that result in 
accidents and convictions. Second, there is some indication 
that the type of iette:• "ts content, whether it is personalized, 
whether it projects mn•_imacy or the threat of punishment, how it 
is printed and signed may determine its success "n changing 
behav• or. A _.so, and this exp!anat •on •s unsubstantiated in the 
literature, the timing of the ad•,lisory letter may reduce its 
eff•ct• and the• •=ffects of later •eatment• Under the previo•s•y• 
existing system of sanctions, a suspension resulted from as few 
as two convictions for traffic violations. It is now possible 
to receive either an advisory letter after two conv{ctions, or, 
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depending on the type of conviction, a group interview. An 
offender receiving an advisory letter, which requires no action 
on his part, may come to the realization t•hat the current system 
is much_less stringent than the old system, and may even realize 
that suspension as a driving sanction is much more rare. Since 
the fear of suspension is the underlying power that drives the 
driver improvement apparatus, the removal of this threat may 
undermine the entire system. On the other hand, the individual 
receiving a group interview after two convictions may view the 
sacrifice of an evening of his time, and the subsequent emo•iona! 
trauma of attending the meeting, as somewhat comparable to the 
older sanction of suspension- different but similar in severity. 
This might account for the effectiveness of one treatment and the 
ineffectiveness o ,= •he other. The timing of treatment is • very 
complex issue and has been largely bypassed in recent research. 

There are a number of possible experimental solutions to 
the advisory letter problem. Different types of advisory letters 
could be distributed to determine which have the most impact on 
subsequent convictions. There is, however, considerable dis- 
agreement in the scientific community as to which letters produce 
what types of benefits, and there is a possibility that none of 
•he letters would result in any cha•.ge in conviction experience. 
On •he o•her hand, the Divis'on of Motor Vehicles coui• experi- 
mentally., begi ,• requiring_ attendance at a group interview as an 
entry level (6 points) treatment, since this interview has been 
shown to be effective as a first contact at 8 points. The Divi- 
sion might also consider instituting an 8-point entry level to 
the program. In any case, none of these changes should be imple- 
mented w'thout making preparations in advance to evaluate their 
impact on the behavior of the participants. 

_Tn general_, considerably more r•search• ne•ds• to b•_ directed. 
to the driver improvement program. This present evaluation, while 
answerin• a number of questions, poses an even larger number. For 
instance, the personal interview in conjunction with all o•her 
combinations of treatmen• reduces the number of subsequent con- 

•i o• th• treatments are com•ined, it "s un- •ictions. But since a.• 
clear which combinations are most effective. It is possible that 
since the advisory let÷er vitiates a subsequent group inmerview, 
m• may also reduce •he effecZmveness of a personal nterview. 
th's _•s the •se,•_ •hen the other combinations of trea<ment •hat 
include •he persona" interview must be evep. more e=:ecti•,'e than 
•hev s•m •n •.•der to mask tin s deficiency .•so, sinc= 
•river im.nrovement ciin•c classroom instruction is common•'v paired 
with a personal ip.terview, there is a quest'on of how much the 
reductior, in major convictions is due to the interview and how 
much is du= •o t '• clin•c 
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These questions, along with t 
the driver improvement program, po 
program of evaluation and monitor 
such monitorin• systems, which all 
their programs and discard useless 
These monitoring systems also prov 
administration of the driver impro 
rates for different instructors or 
ment, statewide program norms with 

he need to evaluate changes in 
int up the need for an ongoin= 
ng. Several states maintain 
ow them to continuously improve 
and ineffective aspects. 

ide data on the management and 
vement program, such as success 
institutions providing treat- 
which to compare local pro- 

gram information, and general performance indications such as 
cost per driver treated. It is strongly recommended that the 
Division of Motor Vehicles make arrangements for such monitoring 
and evaluation as soon as is feasible. 
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APPEND[X A 

The Virginia Driver Improvement Act 
([46.!-5i4) 



§ 46.1-514.1 CODE OF VIRGINIA § 46.1-514.5 

ARTICLE I. 

General Pro visions. 

§ 46.1-514.1. Short title. The short title of this chapter is the "Virginia 
Driver Improvement Act." (1974, c. 453.) 

§ 46.1-514.2. Purpose; educational and training programs; rules and 
regulations; appeals.- (a) The purpose of the Virglma Driver Improvement 
Act is to improve and promote greater safety upon the highways and streets 
of this State; to improve the attitude and driving habits of drivers who 
accumulate traffic accident and motor vehicle conviction records; to determine 
whether certain drivers possess mental, physical or skill deficiencies which may affect their ability to safely operate a motor vehicle; to establish a Uniform 
Demerit Point System which will identify those drivers who are considered by 
the accumulation of demerit points to be l•abituallv reckless or negligent driver's 
and frequent violators of the laws regulating the movement or operation of 
motor vehicles; to provide uniform educational and training programs for the 
rehabilitation of persons identified as habitually reckless or negligent drivers 
and frequent violators; and to suspend or revoke the license of those persons 
who do not respond to the rehabilitation programs. (b) The educational and training programs shall be developed to improve the 
knowledge and skill of drivers in the operation of motor vehicles and to help 
eliminate their aggressive driving attitudes and habits or other driving problems 
through the media of advisory letters, group interviews, personal interviews and 
driver improvement clinics. 

(c) The Commissioner shall, subject to the provisions of § 46.1-26, adopt those 
administrative rules and regulations which he deems necessary to carry out the 
provisions of this chapter. The Commissioner shall publish all administrative 
rules and/or regulations which he adopts to carry out the provisions of this 
chapter and shall furnish them to any person requesting them. 

(d) Any, person receiving an order of the Commissioner to suspend or revoke 
his driver s license or licensing privilege or to require attendance at a driver 
improvement clinic may, within thirty days from the date of such order file a petition of appeal in accordance with the provisions of § 46.1-437. (1974, c. 453.) 

§ 46.1-514.3. Designation of driver improvement analysts; analysts to 
conduct group interviews, personal interviews and driver improvement 
clinics.- The Commissioner shall designate, appoint and empower such persons 
as he shall see fit to act for the Division as driver improvement analysts to 
examine and evaluate the driving records of the problem drivers and to conduct 
group interviews, personal interviews and driver improvement clinics. (1974, c. 453.) 

§ 46.1-514.4. Section 46.1-418 not applicable.- The provisions of § 
46.!-418 shall not apply to any person whose license or other privilege to operate 
a motor vehicle is suspended or revoked in accordance with the provisions of this 
chapter. (1974, c. 453.) 

§ 46.1-514.5. Persons included within scope of chapter.- (a) Every 
person who possesses a driver's license issued by the Division regardless of 
whether such person is a resident or nonresident is included within the provisions 
of this chapter. 

(b) Eve• resident of this State regardless of whether such person possesses 
a driver's lmense issued by the Divis•0n is included within the provisions of this 
chapter. (1974, c. 453.) 



§ 46.1-514.6 MOTOR VEHICLES § 46.1-514.6 

•tTICLE 2. 

Uniform Demerit Point System; Safe DNving Points. 

§ 46.1-514.6. Uniform Demerit Point System.--(a) The Commissioner 
shall assign numerical point values to those convictions, or findings of not 
innocent in the case of a juvenile, which are required to be reported to the 
Division in accordance with § 46.1-413 for traffic offenses committed in violation 
of the laws of this State or any valid town, city or county ordinance paralleling 
and substantially conforming to such St•e law. 

(b) The Commissioner shall assign num•er•cat point values to those convictions 
received from any other state of the United States, the United States, the 
Dominion of Canada or its provinces or any territorial subdivision of such state 
or country, of an offense •herein, which if committed in this State, would be 
required to be reported to the Division by § 46.1-413. 

(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of (a) and (b) herein, no point assignment 
shall be made for those convictions that require the mandatory revocation or suspension of the license by the Commissioner. 

(d) The Uniform Demerit Point System standard for rating convictions of 
traffic offenses shall be based on the severity of the offense and the potential 
hazardous exposure to other users of the highways and streets. The 
Commissioner shall designate the numerical point values assigned to 
convictions, or findings of not innocent in the case of a juvenile, on a graduated 
scale not to exceed six demerit points for any single conviction, except that no demerit points shall be assessed for any conviction when the court suspends the 
driver s license because of the conviction. The Commissioner shall develop point 
system assignments as follows: 

(1) Serious traffic offenses such as reckless driving in violation of § 46.1-189, 
speeding •wenty or more miles per hour above the posted speed limit, racing in 
violation of § 46.1-191 and other serious traffic offenses as the Commissioner 
may designate, shall be assigned six demerit points. 

(2) Relatively serious traffic offenses such as failure to yield the right of way 
in violation of § 46.1-221, speeding between ten and nineteen miles per hour 
above the posted speed limit, following too c!ose in violation of § 46.1-213, failure 
to stop when entering a highway in violation of § 46.1-190 (j) and other relatively 
serious traffic offenses as the Commissioner may designate, shall be assigned 
four demerit points. 

(3) Traffic offenses of a less serious nature such as improper driving in 
violation of § 46.1-192.2, speeding between one and nine miles per hour above 
the posted speed limit, improperpassing in violation of § 46.1-208, failure to obey 
a highway sign in violation of § 46.1-173 and other offenses of a less serious 
nature as the Commissioner may designate, shall be assigned three demerit 
points. 

(e) In order to ensure •.hat demerit points are assessed in a uniform manner, 
the foiiowing method will be used effective January one, nineteen hundred 
seventy-five to assess demerit points" 

For any conviction where •he offense was committed on or subsequent to 
January one, nineteen hundred sevenV-five, demerit points will be assessed 
according to the point values contained in (d) (1), (d) (2) and (d) (3) herein and 
any other point value assignments which are designated by the Commissioner. 

(• When a person is convicted of two or more traffic offenses committed on 

a single occasion, such person shall be assessed points for one offense only and 
if •he offenses involved have different point values, such person shall be 
assessed points for the offense having the greater point value. (!974, c. 453.) 



46.1-514.7 COD•; OF V•¢;•N•A § 46.1-514.10 

§ 46.1•514.7. Demerit l•)int.s valid for tw(• years.- l)emerit poinl•u, 
assigned to any conviction, or finding of not innocent in the case of a juvenile, 
shall be valid for a period of two years from the date the offense was committed. 
Demerit points used, prior to the termination of the twoyear period, as the basis 
for suspension, revocation, probation or other action which extends beyond the 
two-year period, shall remain valid until such suspension, revocation, or 
probationary period or other action has terminated. (1974, c. 453.) 

§ 46.1-514.8. Safe driving point credit. Every person, resident or 
nonresident, holding a valid Virginia driver's license whose driving record does 
not contain any suspension, revocation, conviction, or finding of not innocent in 
the case of juvenile, of a traffic violation, during any calendar year shall be 
awarded one safe driving point. One safe driving point shall be awarded for each 
calendar year of safe driving, except that no person shall be permitted to 
accumulate more •han five safe driving points. Such points may be used to offset 
an equivalent number of demerit points assigned to any conviction, or finding 
of not innocent in the case of a juvenile, for a traffic violation. If subsequent 
to awarding a safe driving point to any person, the Division receives a conviction, 
or finding of not innocent in the case of a juvenile, for an offense which occurred 
during the period that a safe driving point was awarded for and which requires 
the Division to assess demerit points, the safe driving point shall be invalidated. 
(1974, c. 453.) 

ARTICLE 3. 

Ad•'isory Letters, Group Inter•,iews, Perso'•al [nter•riews, 
Driver Im prove ment Clinics, Driver's License 

Probation a•d Formal Hearings. 

§ 46.1-514.9. Advisory letters.--(a) Whenever the driving record of any 
person shows an accumulation of at least six demerit points based on 
conviction(s), or finding(s) of not innocent in the case of a juvenile, for traffic 
offense(s) committed within a period of twelve consecutive months, or at least 
nine demerit points based on convictions, or findings of not innocent in the case 
of a juvenile, for traffic offenses committed within a period of twenty-four 
consecutive months, respectively, the Commissioner shall mail, by f•rst-class 
mail, to the last known address of such person an advisory letter listing his 
conviction(s), or finding(s} o1• not innocent in the ease of a juvenile, an• the 
demerit points assigned thereto, including his safe driving point.s, if any, and 
furnish any other information deemed appropriate and applicable to the 
rehabilitati•)n of such person, for t.he purpose of preventing subsequent traffic 
offenses. 

(b) The Division's failure to mail, or the citizen's nonreeeipt of the advisory 
letter shall not be grounds for waiving any other provision of this chapter. (1974; 
c. 453.) 

§ 46.1-514.10. Group interviews. (a) Whenever the driving record of any 
person shows an accumulation of at least eight demerit points based on 
conviction(s), or finding(s) of not ir,.nocent in the case of a juvenile, for traffic 
offense(s) committed within a period of twelve consecutive months, or at least 
twelve demerit points based on convictions, or findings of not innocent in the 
case of a juvenile, for traffic offenses committed within a period of twenty-four 
consecutive months, respectively, the Commissioner shall direct such person to 
attend a group interview. The driver improvement analyst shall examine the 
•Pdersons attending the group interview as a single unit for the purpose of 
entifying their basic reasons for failing to respond to the motor vehicle laws 
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§ 46.1-514.7. Demerit points valid for two years. Demerit points,. 
assigned to any conviction, or finding of not innocent in the case of a juvenile, 
shall be valid for a period of two years from the date the offense was committed. 
Demerit points used, prior to the termination of the two-year period, as the basis 
for suspension, revocation, probation or other action which extends beyond the 
two-year period, shall remain valid until such suspension, revocation, or 
probationary period or other action has terminated. (1974, c. 453.) 

§ 46.1-514.8. Safe driving point credit.-- Every person, resident or 
nonresident, holding a valid Virginia driver's license whose driving record does 
not contain any suspension, revocation, conviction, or finding of not innocent in 
the case of juvenile, of a traffic violation, during any calendar year shall be 
awarded one safe driving point. One safe driving point shall be awarded for each 
calendar year of safe driving, except that no person shall be permitted to 
accumulate more than five safe driving points. Such points may be used to offset 
an equivalent number of demerit points assigned to any conviction, or finding 
of not innocent in the case of a juvenile, for a traffic violation. If subsequent 
to awarding a safe driving point to any person, the Division receives a conviction, 
or finding of not innocent in the case of a juvenile, for aa offense which occurred 
during the period that a safe driving point was awarded for and which requires 
the Di•dsion to assess demerit points, •he safe driving point shall be invalidated. 
(•974, c. 453.) 

A•T•CLE 3. 

Advisory Letters, Group [nter•,•ews, Personal interviews, 
Driver Im pro verner• Cli•tics, Driver • License 

Probation and Formal Hearings. 

§ 46.1-514.9. Advisory letters. (a) Whenever the driving record of any 
person shows an accumulation of at least six demerit points based on 
conviction(s), or finding(s) of not innocent in the case of a juvenile, for traffic 
offense(s) committed within a period of twelve consecutive months, or at least 
nine demerit points based on convictions, or findings of not innocent in the case 
of a juvenile, for traffic offenses committed within a period of twenty-four 
consecutive months, respectively, the Commissioner shall mail, by first-class 
mail, to the last known address of such person an advisory letter listin• his 
conwction(s), or finding(s) of not innocent in the case of a juvenile, ann the 
demerit points assigned thereto, including his safe driving points, if any, and 
furnish any other information deemed appropriate and applicable to the 
rehabilitation of such person, for the purpose of preventing subsequent traffic 
offenses. 

(b) The Division's failure to mail, or the citizen's nonreceipt of the advisory 
letter shall not be grounds for waiving any other provision of •his chapter. (1974, 
c. 453.) 

§ 46.1-514.10. Group interviews.--(a) Whenever the driving record of any 

person shows an accumulation of at least eight demerit points based oh 
conviction(s), or finding(s) of not innocent in the case of a juvenile, for traffic 
offense(s) committed within a period of twelve consecutive months, or at least 
twelve demerit points based on convictions, or findings of not innocent in the 
case of a juvenile, for traffic offenses committed within a period of twenty-four 
consecut•v, months, respectively, the Commissioner shall direct such person to 
attend a group interview. The driver improvement analyst shall examine the 
persons attending the group interview as a single unit for the purpose of 
identifying their basic reasons for failing to respond to the motor vehicle laws 
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governing the movement or operation of motor vehicles and to provide corrective 
information and persuasion to improve their driving performance. 

(b) The Division's failure to schedule a person for a group interview shall not 
be grounds for waiving any other provision of this chapter. (1974, c. 453.) 

§ 46.1-514.11. Personal interviews.- (a) Whenever the driving record of 
any person shows an accumulation of at least •welve demerit points based on convictions, or findings of not innocent in the case of a juvenile, for traffic 
offenses committed within a period of twelve consecutive months, or at least 
eighteen demerit points based on convictions, or findings of not innocent in the 
case of a juvenile, for traffic offenses committed within a period of twenty-four 
consecutive months, respectively, the Commissioner shall direct such person to 
appear for a personal interview. The driver improvement analyst shallexamine 
such person for the purpose of identifying his basic reasons for failing to 
respond to the motor vehicle laws governing the movement or operation of motor 
vehicles, and evaluate the problems contributing to his continued reckless or .negligent driving habits, and shall recommend to the Commissioner that he 
•mpose one of the following actions deemed appropriate to prevent future 
violations or accident invol•:ement: 

(1) Suspend the license or other privilege to operate a motor vehicle for a period no• •o exceed six months, and that upon termination of the suspension, 
such person be placed on probation for a period of not less than •hree nor more 
tha• twelve months. 

(2) Place immediately on proba•,ion for a period of not less than three nor more 
than twelve months, and require such person to forthwith attend a driver 
improvement clinic. 

(b) Whenever the analyst has cause to believe that any person appearing for 
a personal interview suffers from a physical or mental disability or disease as 
will serve to prevent his exercising reasonable and ordinary control over a motor 
vehicle while operating •he same upon the highways and streets, he shall 
recommend to the Commissioner •hat the case be processed for one or more of 
the following actions, whichever in his judgment are applicable: 

(1) That he be required to undergo an examination in accordance with the 
provisions of § 46.1-383. 

(2) That he be cited to appear for a formal hearing as provided in §§ 46.1-430 
through ,46.1-436. 

(3) That the case be ret'erred to the Medical Advisory Board in accordance with 
the provisions of § 46.1-26.1. 

(4) That he be required to attend a driver improvement clinic as provided in 
subsection (a) (2) of this section. (1974, c. 453.) 

§ 46.1-514.12. Driver improvement clinics.-- (a) The Commissioner shall 
develop and implement a system of driver improvemen• clinics, for the purpose 
of dealing with [hose persons identified as problem drivers in need of driver 
improvement education and training. The clinics shall be composed of uniform 
education and training programs designed for the •ehabili•ation of •he problem 
drivers, and for •he purpose of creating a lasting and corrective influence on 
their driving performances. 

(b! The clinic classes shall be scheduled to begin aL a reasonable hour during 
the evenings and shall be conducted for a two-hour period, one night each week 
for four consecutive weeks. The Commissioner may, when he deems it necessary 
because of unusual conditions or circumstances, schedule and conduct clinic 
classes between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. 

(e) Every person who attends a driver improvement clinic and who 
s•ttisfaetorilv completes such clinic shall have five demerit points subtracted 
from their •6tai accumulation of demerit points, except in those instances where 
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a person has not accumulated five demerit points, in which case a reduction in 
demerit points and/or the award of safe driving points will be made. No pergon 
shall be allowed to accumulate more than five safe driving points. 

(d) No person shall be rescheduled to attend a driver improvement clinic for 
a period of two years from the date he satisfactorily completes such clinic; except 
the provisions of •his subsection shall not apply to any person who is required 
to attend a driver improvement clinic in accordance with the provisions of § 
46.1-514.18. 

(e) For the purpose of generating greater interest in highway safety, the 
Commissioner may solicit local governmental authorities, associations, societies, 
clubs, schools, co[leges and other organizations or person.s, knowledgeable in 
highway safety driving standards, to participate in conjunction with the Division 
of Motor Vehicles in the development of the local driver improvement clinic 
program and in conducting the driver improvement clinic classes. Further, the 
Commissioner may employ the services of qualified professional instructors for 
the purpose of conducting driver i;mprovement clinic classes in those areas of 
the State where it is not economically practicable to maintain the full time 
ser•-ices of a driver improvement analyst. 

(f) No person shall be permitted to attend a dr•ver improvement clinic unless 
he first pays to the Commissioner the attendance fee of twenty dollars. All such 
fees collected shall be deposited with the Treasurer of Virginia in a special 
"Driver Improvement .•ccoun•" and shall be used by the Division to defray the 
cost of maintaining the driver improvement clinics and the additional cost 
incurred when necessary to emp'oy the services of qualified professional 
instructors, and to reimburse qualified local personnel, as defined in subsection 
(e} of this section, for all reasonable expenses incurred while participating in the 
driver improvement program. 

(g) Any person, resident or nonresident, holding a valid license to operate a 
motor vehicle in Vir_•inia, whether or not he has accumulated demerit point•, 
.may apply to the •Division in writing for permission to attend a driver 
Improvement clinic on a voluntary basis. The Commissioner may, when seating 
space is available, schedule such person to attend a driver improvemen• clinic. 
(1974, c. 453.) 

§ 46.1-514.13. Driver's license probation.---The Commissioner may place 
any person on probation for a period of not more than one year when probation 
is used in conjunction with the provisions of §§ 46.1-514.11 and 46.1-514.12. 
Whenever a person who has been placed on probation is convicted, or found not 
innocent in the case of a juvenile, of any offense for which demerit points are assessed, and the offense was committed during the t•roba•ion period, the 
Commissioner shall suspend the driver's license(s) of such person for a period 
of time not to exceed one half of the probation period. (1974, c. 453.) 

§ 46.1-514.14. Notice to attend group interview, personal interview or 
driver improvement clinic.---(a) Any notice to attend a group interview or 
a personal interview shall contain: 

(1) A specific statement of tb, e offense(s) which tb, e person has been convicted 
of, or found no• ir, nocen• of in the case of a juvenile. 

(2) The date, time and location of the group interview or the personal 
interview. 

(3) The purpose of the group interview or personal interview. 
(b) Any notice to attend a driver improvement clinic must contain" 
(1) The date, •ime and location of the driver improvement clinic. 
(2) The purpose of the driver improvement clinic including the consequences 

of not attending the clinic program. 
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(3) An explanation of the terms of the probationary licensing period, if any. 
(c) The notice directing any person to attend a group interview, personal 

interview or driver improvement clinic shall provide the addressee with a 
minimum of ten days' notice, and shall be forwarded by certified mail to the last 
known address of the person, as shown on the records of the Division. (1974, 
c. 453.) 

§ 46.1-514.15. Commissioner to designate place for conducting 
interviews and clinics. The Commissioner shall designate the cities 
and/or counties in which the group interviews, personal interviews 
and driver improvement clinics are to be conducted. Such cities and/or 
counties shall be designated on the basis of their geographical location 
so as to be reasonably accessible to any person required to attend such 
interviews or clinics. (1974, c. 453.) 

§ 46.1-514.16. Suspension of driver's license, etc., for failure to attend 
interviews or clinics.--(a) The Commissioner shall suspend the driver's 
license or other privilege to operate a motor vehicle of anyperson who fails so 
attend a scheduled group interview, personal interview or driver improvement 
clinic. Every such suspension shall remain in effect until such person applies to 
the Division in writing for permission to attend a scheduled group interview, 
personal interview or driver improvement clinic, whichever is applicable, and 
thereafter until he is rescheduled a.nd satisfactorily completes the assignment, 
except as hereinafter provided. 

(b) The Commissioner may, for good cause shown, cancel such suspension, 
provided such person applies to the Division in writing for permission to attend 
a scheduled group interview, personal interview or driver improvement clinic, 
whichever is applicable. In the event he does not: sa•isfactoriiy complete the 
assignment, the Commissioner shall forthwith suspend the person's driver's 
license or other privilege to operate a motor vehicle as required by subsection 
(a). (1974, c. 453 ) 

§ 46.1-514.17. Form and contents of order of suspension or revocation. 
Whenever the Commissioner issues a suspension or revocation order in 

accordance with any provision of this chapter, the order shall provide the 
addressee with a minimum of ten days' notice and shall be forwarded by certified 
mail to the last known address of the person as shown on the records of the 
Division. (1974, c. 453.) 

§ 46.1-514.18. Court may direct defendant to attend driver 
improvement clinic.- (a) Any town, city or county court of this State, or any 
other court of this State, or any federal court, charged with the duty of hearing 
traffic cases for offenses committed in violation of any law of this grote, 

or any 
valid town, city or county ordinance of this State, or any federal law regulating 
the movement or operation of a motor vehicle, may require any person found 
guilty of a ,iolation of any such State law, or •own, city or county ordinance, 
or federal law, to attend a driver improvemen• clinic. Such requiremen• for 
attendance may be in lieu of or in addition to the penalties prescribed by § 
46.1-16, or any such ordinance or federal law. 

(b} Whenever any court sr.ipuiates in i•s judgment of conviction, or finding 
of not innocent in the case of a juvenile, tha• a person attend a driver 
improvement clinic, the court shall so indicate in the space provided on the 
abstract of conviction filed with •he Division in accordance with the t•rovisions 
of § 46.1-413, or any federal law, rule or regulation. Upon receipt of such abstract 
of record, the Division shall forthwith schedule such person to attend a driver 
improvement clinic. 
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_(c) Failure of such person to attend and satisfactorily complete a dri.ver 
improvement clinic, in compliance with the court order, may be punished as conteml•t of such court. In every such case, the Commissioner shall notify the 
court of the defendant's failure to comply with the court order. (1974, c. 453.) 

§ 46.1-514.19. Formal hearings.-- Whenever the operating record of any 
erson shows an accumulation of six demerit points based on conviction{s), or nding(s) of not innocent in the case of a juvenile, for traffic violation(s) 

committed within any twelve consecutive months, or twelve demerit points based 
on convictions, or findings, of not innocent in the case of a juvenile, for traffic 
violations committed within any twenty-four consecutive months, respectively, 
and subsequent to his assignment to attend a driver improvement clinic, he may be charged as an habitually reckless or negligent driver of a motor vehicle, and 
cited for a formal hearing in accordance with the provisions of §§ 46.1-430 
through 46.1-436. (1974, c. 453.) 

§ 46.1-514.20. Suspension and revocation orders issued prior to Janu- 
ary 1, 1975.- Any order of the Commissioner issued under the provisions of 
§§ 46.1-383.1, 46.1-419 and 46.1-420 prior to January one, nineteen hundred 
seventy-five, remain in full force and effect until the termination date shown 
on such order. (1974, c. 453.) 
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ARTICLE 3. 

Advisory Letters, Group Interviews, Personal Interviews, 
Driver Impro vemen t Clinics, Driver's License 

Probation and Formal Hearings'. 

§ 46.1-514.11. Personal interviews.-- (a) Whenever the driving record of any 
person shows an accumulation of at least twelve demerit po•n• based on 
convictions, or findings of not innocent in the case of a juvenile, for traffic 
offenses committed within a of twelve consecutive months, or at least 

based 
permd 

eighteen demerit points on convictions, or findings of not innocent in the 
ease of a juvenile, for traffic offenses committed within a period of twenty-four 
consecutive months, respectively, the Commissioner shall direct such person to 
appear for a personal interview. The driver improvement analyst shallexamine 
such person for the purpose of identifying his basic reasons for failing to 
respond to the motor vehicle laws governing the movement or operation of motor 
•ehieles, and evaluate the problems contributing to his continued reckless or 
negligent driving habits, and shall recommend to the Commissioner tha• he 
impose one of the following actions deemed appropriate to prevent future 
violations or accident involvement: 

(1) Suspend the license or other privilege to o•erate a motor vehicle for a period not to exceed six months, and that ut?on tdrmination of the suspension, 
such person be placed •n probation for a period of not less than three nor more 
than twelve months. 

(2) Place immediately on probation for a period of not less than three nor more 
than twelve months, and require such person to forthwith attend a driver 
improvement clinic. 

•) Whenever the analyst has cause to believe that any person appearing for 
a personal inte•iew suffers from a physical or mental disability or disease as 
will serve to prevent his exercising reasonable and ordinary control over a motor 
vehicle while operating the same upon the highways and streets, he shall 
recommend to the Commissioner that the case be processed for one or more of 
the following actions, whichever in his judgment are ap.plicable: 

(i) That he be required to undergo an examination m accordance with the 
provisions of § 46.1-383. 
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(2) That he be cited to appear for a formal hearing as provided in §§ 46.1-430 
through 46.1-436. 

(3) That the case be referred to the Medical Advisory Board in accordance with 
the provisions of § 46.1-26.1. 

(4) That he be required to attend a driver improvement clinic as provided in 
subsection (a) (2) of this section. 

(c) Upon rewew of the recommendations of the driver improvement analyst, 
the Commissioner shall direct that the recommendations be carried out, with 
such modifications as the Commissioner.shall direct, except that in no case may 
the action directed by the Commissioner be more severe than provided for in this 
section. (1974, c. 453; 1976, c. 86.) 

The 1976 amendment added subsection (c). 

§ 46.1-514.13. Driver's license probation.-- The Commissioner may place 
aay person on probation for a period of not more than oneyear when probation 
is used in con]unction with the provisions of §§ 46.1-514.11 and 46.1-514.12. 
Whenever a person wl•o l•as t•een placed onprot•atmn is convicted, or found not 
innocent in the case of a juvenile, of any offense for which demerit points are assessed, and the offense was committed during the probation period, the 
Commissioner shall suspend the driver's license(s) of such person for a period 
of one half of the probation period when six demerit points are assigned, for 
a period of one th}rd of the probation period when four demerit points are assigned, and for a period of one fourt• of the probation period when three 
demerit points are assigned. (19"/4, c. 453; 1978, c. 221.) 

The 1978 amendment, in the second sentence, of the probation period" and added the 
deleted "time not to exceed" preceding "one half remainder of the second sentence. 

§ 46.1o514.21. Evaluation of driver improvement program. Notwithstanding the provisions of §§ 46.1-514.9 through 46.1-514.12, the 
Commissioner may waive the action usually taken by theDiv•sion in order to 
conduct an evaluation of effectiveness of the driver improvement program. This 
evaluation, when conducted, shall be performed in accordance with generally 
accepted scientific principles such as the establishment of control groups and 
comparisons of driving records between groups receiving the treatment and the 
control groups. (1978, c. 288.) 

Expiration of section. Acts 1977, c. 288, cl. effective on and after July one, nineteen 
2, provides: "That this act shall cease to be hundred seventy-nine." 

A-!O 



APPENDIX B 

Amendment to r•e•. V mrc= nia 
•,_ v=r• Improvement Act 

(§46.1-514.21) 



CHAPTER 28S 

An Act to amend the Code of Virginia by adding in Chapter 6.1 of 
Title 46.1 a sectton numbered 46.1-,5]4.21, relattng to evaluation 
of the driver tmprovernettt program. 

[H 6o81 
Approved 3/25/78 

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia" 
1. That Chapter 6.1 of Title 46.1 of the Code of Virginia is amended 
by adding a section numbered 46.1-514.21 as follows: 

§ 46.1-514.21. Notwtthstandirtg the provtsions of §• 46.1-514.9 
through 46.1-514.12, the Commissioner may watve the actton usually 
taken by the Division in order to conduct an evaluation 
effectiveness o) the driver improvement program. This evaluation, 
when conducted, shall be performed in accordance with generally 
accepted scienttfic principles such as the establishment o[ control 
groups and compartsons of dm ring records between groups 
receiving the treatmettt and the corttrol groups. 
2. That this act shall cease to be effective on and after July one, 
nineteen hundred seventy-nine. 

Presid•-t o• t•e S•r!ate 

Approved" 

Speaker of tl•e House of Delegates 

Governor 
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Comparab•ii•y of Experimental and Control Groups 



Table C-I 

Age and Sex of the Advisory Letter Only Groups 

Control Group, (C-l) Experimental Group (E-l) 

16-20 1052 998 

21-25 1451 1546 

26-30 864 864 

3!-35 518 552 

36-40 346 292 

41-45 215 219 

46-50 i64 145 

51-55 107 i06 

56-60 87 69 

6!-65 48 45 

66-70 27 21 

7i-75 7 9 

75+ 13 15 

Sex 

Hal e 4052 4053 

F ema i e 848 831 



Table C-2 

Age and Sex of the Advisory Letter/Group Interview Groups 

A_• Co_nt_ro_l Group (C- 2A) Expe.r.,imental Group (E-2A) 

16-20 515 539 

2i-25 795 80! 

26-30 408 408 

31-35 242 215 

36-•0 127 136 

41-45 85 77 

46-50 44 54 

51-55 28 37 

56-60 2! 3! 

61-65 16 19 

66-70 2 4 

7!-75 5 i 

75+ 6 4 

•.•aie 204• 2047 

Female •48 279 

Age X 7.80 

Sex •<" 49 

Not Significant 

Not <Jignificant 



Table C- 3 

Age and Sex of the Group Interview Only Groups 

Age Control Group (C-2B) Experimental Group 

17-20 941 879 

(E-2B) 

21-25 1499 1472 

26-30 892 916 

3i-35 496 532 

36-40 290 295 

41-45 193 177 

46-50 !30 137 

51-55 I00 78 

56-60 50 62 

61-65 36 40 

66-70 !0 19 

71-75 

75+ i0 

Hale 3967 3893 

Female 688 

2 Age X 13.01 

2 Sex X : 15.0 

726 

Not Signi={ 
• _canz 

Not S gnificant 



Table C-4 

Age and Sex of Personal Interview Groups 

Co,n.t•o !, Gro,.,up ,C. .Exper iment.a! .Gr..o.uP_S_• _(•.E- 3_) 

16-20 357 407 

21-25 737 639 

26-30 303 310 

3!-35 174 !46 

36-40 76 66 

4i-45 32 42 

46-50 34 24 

51-55 !4 !5 

56-60 13 6 

61-65 5 3 

66-70 3 I 

7i-75 i I 

75+ 0 0 

Hale i619 !5•6•, 

Female 130 

o Age X 18.01, p ,05 

? Sex- X- : 0.40; 

134 

•',4ot S =•nif ca• 



Table C- 5 

Previous Driving Record of the Advisory Letter 0nly Groups 

Acc.iden.t•s C_on..tro! .Gr.ou p (C-3) Experimental Group (E-3) 

None 3510 3495 

One 1115 1159 

Two 228 192 

Three or More 47 38 

2 
X 4.89 Nor Significant 

•ions <onv ic 
• 

None ii0 104 

One !746 !733 

Two 2637 2637 

Three or More 407 410 

X 
2 0.20 Nor Significant 



Table C-6 

Previous Driving Record of the Advisory Letter/Group 
Interview Groups 

A•c,.cid_..en, t s Control. Grp.uP (.C-2A,.) E.xPer ime_nta_l_ Grgup_. ( E- 2_A 

None 1569 1583 

One 559 592 

Two 133 133 

Three or More 33 !8 

2 
X 5.19 Not Significant 

Convictions 

None 33 38 

One 466 438 

Two I127 !129 

Three or More 633 721 

X 2 3.35 Not Sign{ •=icant 



Table C-7 

Previous Driving Record of the Group Interview Only Groups 

Accidents Control _Grou p C_- 2 B Exper•,i,men,,t. al G.ro_u.,p 

None 3337 3306 

One 1051 1056 

Two 226 222 

Three or More 4! 35 

2 
X 5.26 Not Significant 

Convictions 

None 83 93 

One 918 899 

Two 2917 2942 

• 
hree or More 737 685 

2 X 2.63 Not Significant 



Table C-8 

Previous Driving Record of the Personal -Tnterview Groups 

Accidents Control Groun (C-3) _Experimental Group (E-3) 

None I!62 I055 

One 440 453 

Two 117 126 

Three or More 30 26 

2 
X 3.65 Not Significant 

Convictions 

None 47 37 

One 196 145 

Two 513 531 

Three or More 990 947 

X 7.9! p .05 





App =•DIX D 

Subsequent Accident 
Experience for 

and Conviction 
Study Groups 



Table D-I 

Subsequent Conviction Experience of the Advisory Letter Groups 

Ma.j or Convictions ExPerimental Control 

Three or More 21 14 

Two 69 68 

One 540 599 

b[one 4254 a2i8 

2 
X 4.59 Not Significant 

Minor Convictions 

Three or More 4 5 

Two 28 23 

One 282 27! 

None 4570 4600 

2 
X 0.56 Not Significant 

Mandatory Convict ions 

Three or More 0 0 

Two I 4 

One •2 45 

4851 4850 

X 2.73 Not Significant 

]•umber ,of •ccidents 

Three or More 

Two 36 37 

One 356 374 

None 4•86 4487 

2 X 0.62 Not Significant 



Table D- 2 

Subsequent Conviction Experience of the 
Advisory Letter/Group Interview Groups 

Major Convictions _E x•p_e r ,.i..,,m•e_n •t a! Control 

Three or More 14 

Two 41 62 

One 327 310 

None 1942 1907 

X 
2 5.99 Not Significant 

Hinor Convictions 

Three or More 

Two 18 24 

One 160 

None 2139 2125 

X 
2 1.75 Not Significant 

Han,datory Co, n,v i,,,c t ion S 

Three or More 

Two 

19 

None 2297 2264 

2 
X 0.78 

Number of Accidents 

Three or More 

Two 16 18 

181 !95 

None 2122 2077 

2 
X = 1.53 Not Significant 



Table D- 3 

Subsequent Conviction Experience of 
the Group Interview Only Group 

Major Convictions Experimental Control 

Three of More 24 

Two 64 102 

545 o74 

None 4000 3849 

2 
X 33.1, p .001 

Minor Convictions 

Three or More 

31 27 

326 

None 4320 4294 

2 
X 6.74, p 

Mandatory Convictions 

Three or Hore 

One 17 36 

None 4592 4609 

o 
X 2.94. Not Signif'cant 

}•umber of Accidents 

Three or More 

[•wo 28 31 

358 355 

None 4229 4260 

2 
X 0.26 Not Significant 



Tabi e D-4 

Subsequent Conviction Experience of-the Personal 
Interview Groups 

M_a,_ j o,,r•_ C•0n_,v..•cti0n• .E.x.perime_nta.l, Control 

Three or More 

Two 29 61 

One 176 267 

1441 1401 

2 
X 30.28, p .00i 

Minor Convictions 

Three or More 

12 72 

One 145 

None 1523 !576 

2 
X 2.94 NotSignificant 

Mandatory Conviczions 

Three or More 

One 14 24 

None i635 1713 

2 X : 1.60 Not Significant 

b[umber of AccidenZs 

Three or More 

Two 18 17 

141 

None 1509 1577 

2 
X O.54 Not Signiflcant 




